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Abstract— The Conceptual Model of Multi-password 

System as new embedded security approach is presented in 

order to enhance the security of the ATM (Automated Teller 

Machine).The proposed system is built on open-source 

Linux Environment. With same User ID or User account, we 

can set different password each with different profile. In 

case of civil crimes like kidnapping, we can set secure user 

account by limiting amount to be withdrawn while recording 

such unauthorised activity by activating the webcam and 

stored at bank server or local machine and sending alert 

messages to nearest police station for second password and 

for third password we can set profile to enabling locking 

mechanisms like card lock, ATM door lock etc. and sending 

alert messages to bank and nearest police station. To achieve 

desired levels of ATM system security, The conceptual 

model of Multi-Password System is presented as “New 

Embedded Security Software Approach”. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Although in nowadays Internet world many systems have 

used sophisticated cryptosystems or cryptographic protocols 

to protect the safety of the systems themselves or traffics 

between systems, password authentication system  is still the 

most common way to authenticate legitimate users for a 

multi-user system or a public network server. Therefore, 

there are still many researchers devoted to developing a 

more convenient, efficient and secure PAS (Password 

Authentication System) in recent years.[1] 

 The concept of a user id and password is a cost 

effective and efficient method of maintaining a shared secret 

between a user and a system. Identifying a user is essential 

for the application of security in the form of permissions to 

various objects, processes and access to resources. User 

authentication in computer systems based on passwords has 

been a cornerstone of computer security for decades. The 

authentication process is embedded in many systems, in 

many different variations. In each case, one common aspect 

is the focus on mapping authentication data to specific 

authorized users for a specific application. And this central 

focus, the mapping, is designed from the perspective of the 

specific system or application, encompassing its set of valid 

users.[2] 

 Multi-password System can be used for multi-

level(within application or system to control features or  

restrictions) and multiple applications. 

 To achieve desired levels of ATM system security, 

The Conceptual Model of Multi-password system is 

presented. 

II. CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF MULTIPASSWORD 

SYSTEM 

In this Conceptual Security Model, there are three 

passwords and for each password different profile is set as 

shown in Fig.1. In which ATM user can use second and 

third password in order to secure his/her account from 

forceful money withdrawal or criminal group in case of 

kidnapping. 

 

Fig. 1: Conceptual Model of Multi-password system 

III. SOURCE CODE ANALYSIS 

A. Linux password storing mechanism 

On a Linux system, user information including passwords is 

stored in the /etc/passwd file. The password is stored in an 

encrypted format. The algorithm used to encode the 

password field is technically referred to as a one way hash 

function. This is an algorithm that is easy to compute in one 

direction, but very difficult to calculate in the reverse 

direction. When a user picks or is assigned a password, it is 

encoded with a randomly generated value called the salt. 

The salt value is then stored with the encoded password. 

When a user logs in and supplies a password, the salt is first 

retrieved from the stored encoded password. Then the 

supplied password is encoded with the salt value, and then 

compared with the encoded password. If there is a match, 

then the user is authenticated. The /etc/passed file also 

contains information like user ID's and group ID's that are 

used by many system programs. Therefore, the /etc/passwd 

file must remain world readable.If you were to change the 

/etc/passwd file so that nobody can read it.  

 A password stored in Linux etc/passwd file has the 

following format: 

Username : passwd : UID : GID : full_name :  directory:  

shell 
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Where: 

Username      : The user (login) name 

Passwd          : The encoded password 

UID               :  Numerical user ID 

GID               : Numerical default group ID 

full_name      : The user's full name 

Directory       : User's home directory (Full pathname) 

Shell              : User's login shell (Full Pathname) 

For example: 

Username: Npge08pfz4wuk: 503: 100: Full Name: 

/home/username: /bin/sh.[10] 

B. Source Code : Shadow Suite4.1.5.1 

The source code for the password and login commands is 

found in the Shadow Suite 4.1.5.1. It is security software 

that comes with utility programs a part from password 

command. The Shadow Suite relocating the passwords to 

another file, usually /etc/shadow. The /etc/shadow file is set 

so that it cannot be read by just anyone as in normal Linux 

Distribution. Only root will be able to read and write to the 

/etc/shadow file. Some programs don't need to be able to 

change passwords, they only need to be able to verify them. 

These programs can either be run su id root or you can set 

up a group shadow that is allowed read only access to the 

/etc/shadow file. Then the program can be run sgid shadow. 

By moving the passwords to the /etc/shadow file, are 

effectively kept safe from the attacker who  often try to 

access to the encoded passwords. 

The source code of the commands “passwd” and 

“login” included in Shadow Suite package. The 

modification of the source code is done in order to 

implement Multi-Password System. 

C. Authentication methods 

When a user logs in and supplies a password, the salt is first 

retrieved from the stored encoded password. Then the 

supplied password is encoded with the salt value, and then 

compared with the encoded password. If there is a match, 

then the user is authenticated. 

 

Fig. 2: Authentication methods 

1) Linux PAM 

The Linux PAM ((Linux Pluggable Authentication Module) 

package contains Pluggable Authentication Modules used to 

enable the local system administrator to choose how 

applications authenticate users. 

2) Authentication through Shadow Suite 

The libshadow.a library uses a structure called spwd for the 

information it retrieves from the /etc/shadow file.  This is 

the definition of the spwd structure from the 

/usr/include/shadow/shadow.h. 

struct spwd  

{ 

char *sp_namp;   : login name 

char *sp_pwdp;   : encrypted password 

sptime sp_lstchg   :  date of last change 

sptime sp_min       :  minimum number of days  

                    between  changes 

sptime sp_max;     :  maximum number of days  

       between changes 

sptime sp_warn     :  number of days of warning 

                                 before password expires 

sptime sp_inact;  :    number of days after password 

                                 expires until the account 

                                 becomes  unusable. 

sptime sp_expire :    days since 1/1/70 until account 

                                 expires unsigned  long 

sp_flag                :    reserved for future use 

  

 } 

 The Shadow Suite uses the “sp_pwdp” field for the 

encoded passwd. The function that we are going to use to 

get the password is “getspnam” which will retrieve for us a 

“spwd” structure for the supplied name.[10] 

 Authentication with Shadow has been implemented 

in the paper. 

IV. SOURCE CODE MODIFICATION 

A. Tool: Source Insight 3.50 

Source code analysis is a very important aspect of Software 

development. If  source code is very big and unable to link a 

one file to another and one have to deal with functions that 

somebody else wrote. Source analysis software become very 

important. Source Insight 3.5 is free Source Code analysis 

tool. It is designed for WINDOWS operating system. To 

install on LINUX platform one need to install WINE 

application which allows .exe applications on LINUX. 

B. Terminal: 

Terminal is a command line application comes as default 

application in Ubuntu distributions of Linux. It is used to 

compile modified source code and check the logical results 

on terminal window.   
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Fig. 3: Source code modification 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Multipassword system TYPE 1 

In this approach, three different passwords are created for 

same account and each password would generate different 

profile. User has three different passwords for three different 

profiles. All passwords can be change any time. User would 

be in informed all three ATM pins same as normal ATM pin 

informed through bank. 

 

Fig. 4: Multi-Password System TYPE 1 

As  shown in Fig.5.1.1 in MPS TYPE1 User “ns” 

has  three different ATM pins  2014, 2013, 2012 are 

assigned and they can be used to get logged in for  profile 

1,profile 2,profile 3 respectively and  depending  upon 

which profile user want to  logged in. 

B. Multipassword system TYPE 2 

In this approach, a one master password is a primary 

password for each user account. To get authentication to the 

system, master password can combine with a character 

within a password or a independent character or a 

independent string to enter into different profiles. These 

passwords can be change any time. The different versions of 

this approach in form of independent character or string are 

also investigated. User should be informed through 

documentation. 

 

Fig. 5: Multi-Password System TYPE 2 

The. some versions of MPS TYPE 2 are also 

implemented. By taking comparison of a character within a 

password character we can setup dual level of security to the 

system. In this dual authentication we need to have one 

master password and depending upon application 

requirement we can set profile pins to enter into different 

profiles. 

1) MPS TYPE 2 v1.0: A character within a password. 

 

 

Fig. 6: Multi-Password System TYPE 2 v1.0 

2) MPS TYPE 2 v2.0: A independent character or a string. 

 

Fig. 7:  Multi-Password System TYPE 2 v2.0 

In MPS TYPE 2 v2.0, there are some variations 

also have been implemented. By taking a independent 

character or a string rather than a character within a 

password we can further enhance dual level of security to 

the system as a character is not part of password. In this dual 

authentication we need to have one master password and 

profile pins. Depending upon application requirement we 

can set profile pins to enter into different profiles for same 

Master password. This would be used to control individual 

or group of features through profile pins. 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF  PASSWORD PROFILES 

In order to implement second and third profiles which are 

web-streaming, sending mail to bank and police station and 

to enable GPIO pin of Raspberry pi to enable locking 

mechanism respectively we need to write a shell scripts to 

implement functionality. These scripts are invoked through 

library function. 

Profile 1: 

 Normal ATM Transaction 

Profile 2: 

 Web streaming is on and Mail is sent to Bank and 

Police Station if USER enters Second Critical ATM pin. 

 To implement this profile, Motion1.3 software is 

installed on the system. When USER enters second critical 

password, motion command is run through script when 

system function is called. The webcam attached at USB port 

of on Raspberry Pi Board is on and footages taken by 

webcam is stored on Local Machine. 

Profile 3: 

 Enable GPIO pin to enable Locking Mechanisms 

and Web streaming is on and Mail is sent to Bank and 

Police Station if USER enters Third Critical ATM pin. 
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 Shell scripts are written to implement these 

functionalities. 

VII. RESULTS 

A. Multi-password  System TYPE 1. 

 

Fig. 8: MPS TYPE 1 : Profile 1 

 

Fig. 9: MPS TYPE 1 : Profile 2 

 

Fig. 10: MPS TYPE 1 : Profile 3 

B. Multipassword System TYPE 2: Master Password 

 

Fig. 11: MPS TYPE 2 : Profile 1 

 

Fig. 12: MPS TYPE 2 : Profile 2 

 

Fig. 13: MPS TYPE 2 : Profile 3 

 

Fig. 14: HW Implementation MPS TYPE  2: Profile 3 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The Conceptual Model of Multi-password System is 

presented as “New Embedded Security Software Approach” 

in order to enhance security of ATM user. The main 

advantage of the proposed system is that it is low cost and 

efficient mechanism build on open-source Linux 

Environment. 

Two types of Multi-password Systems are 

implemented. One with three different passwords and other 

is one master password approach. Each one has its own 

properties, depending a upon a application requirement each 

one can be configured accordingly. 

In Multi-password System TYPE 1, each user has 

assigned three different passwords and with each password 

user can logged in to appropriate profile. All passwords are 

changeable at any time, including facilitating changing of 

individual password separately. User can give second or 

third password in order to restrict or protect access to his/her 

account in case of forceful withdrawal or civil crime like 

kidnapping. 

In Multi-password System TYPE 2 is also 

investigated as new type of MPS. All passwords (Master 

and profile passwords) can be change anytime, including 

facilitating changing of individual Profile pin and Master 

Password separately. The profile pin can be a character 

within a password or independently or a string independent 

of the master password. In case of character within a 

password, character position in the password is fix and 

should be known to the User through proper documentation. 
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